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 WINSTON CHURCHILL (1871-1947)

 by Warren I. Titus
 (George Peabody College)

 Winston Churchill was an author who enjoyed a tremendous vogue
 with the reading public between 1900 and 1918. He was also an author
 whose ideas were taken seriously by that generation formed in the
 Progressive mold. Yet, when Churchill stopped writing fiction about
 the time of the first world war, his reading public soon lost interest in
 him; and before his death in 1947, he was largely forgotten except by
 those who recalled his books from their earlier reading experience.

 To trace critical comment on Churchill is to chart the steady decline
 of his reputation from a high point in about 1910. Hamilton Mabie,
 Frederic T. Cooper, John C. Underwood, Horace Bridges, Charles C.
 Baldwin, Morris E. Speare, E. F. Harkins, and William Lyon Phelps are
 representative of earlier American literary historians and critics who
 took Churchill seriously. To read their comments is to ascertain the
 generally favorable contemporary evaluation of an author Underwood said
 would always be paired with Thackeray (LITERATURE AND INSURGENCY
 [NY: Mitchell Kennerley, 1914]). In 1922, Carl Van Doren in his CON
 TEMPORARY AMERICAN NOVELISTS (NY: Macmillan) devoted ten pages to
 Churchill, much of it critical; but he concluded with respect for the
 writer's earnestness and sincerity and, particularly, for his success in
 depicting American history. By 1940, however, when his earlier book
 was superseded by a revised edition of THE AMERICAN NOVEL (NY: Mac
 millan) , Van Doren was content to devote only a page and a half summa
 tion to Churchill and to dismiss the novelist as "morally strenuous but
 intellectually belated."

 The Van Doren reaction is typical. During the 1920's Churchill was
 still read and discussed, although he had dropped out of the public eye.
 The publication by Macmillan of the New Uniform Edition of the Churchill
 novels in 1927 indicated that interest in his work had not yet died. This
 edition also served to give his sagging reputation a minor boost. Through
 the 1930's, however, as the Great Depression altered social and econom
 ic thinking, the older generation began to forget the novels of its youth;
 a younger generation immersed in the proletarian literature of a Steinbeck
 or a Farrell, was hardly aware that this literature owed some debt to
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 Churchill's precedent in A FAR COUNTRY and THE DWELLING PLACE OF
 LIGHT. Fred Lewis Pattee in 1930 continued to view Churchill seriously
 by discussing him in six pages of his chapter called "Waverly Romance"
 in THE NEW AMERICAN LITERATURE (NY: Century). By then, however,
 the three historical romances were deemed the best of Churchill's writ
 ings. Arthur Hobson Quinn gave Churchill six pages in his historical
 survey, AMERICAN FICTION (NY: Appleton-Century), first published in
 1936. But Quinn's treatment consisted largely of summaries of the plots
 of the novels, and he also stressed the historical romances as the most
 lasting Churchill contributions to American fiction.

 By World War II, Churchill had become little more than a footnote in
 literary history. THE LITERARY HISTORY OF THE UNITED STATES (NY:
 Macmillan, 1946) mentioned him only three times in commenting about
 other authors or literary issues. THE LITERATURE OF THE AMERICAN
 PEOPLE (NY: Appleton-Century-Crofts, 1951), partly authored by Quinn,
 had no discussion of his works beyond the comment that "his historical
 romances like well-executed mural paintings are heroic and ultrapatriotic
 in spirit." In the main, Churchill is today no longer considered in liter
 ary histories or scholarly criticisms; if he is mentioned at all, he
 receives only passing attention as a representative of minor historical
 fiction.

 Recently, however, three critical studies have appeared which have
 focused attention on Churchill's later writings?an area of more interest
 to today's scholar than the historical novels. These studies?two exclu
 sively devoted to Churchill?are Charles C. Walcutt's THE ROMANTIC
 COMPROMISE IN THE NOVELS OF WINSTON CHURCHILL (Ann Arbor: U of
 Michigan Press, 1951), Warren I. Titus' WINSTON CHURCHILL (NY:
 Twayne, 1963), and Robert Schneider's FIVE NOVELISTS OF THE PROGRES
 SIVE ERA (NY: Columbia U Press, 1965). Walcutt's study, later incor
 porated into a Churchill chapter in his volume AMERICAN LITERARY NATU
 RALISM, A DIVIDED STREAM (Minneapolis: U of Minnesota Press, 1956),
 sees Churchill as struggling vainly to reconcile his basic romantic,
 genteel proclivities with the new science of the Progressive era. Wal
 cutt's book is excellent for Churchill's writings after 1906. The earlier
 historical volumes do not come within the purview of his thesis and are
 therefore dealt with very sketchily. Titus' Twayne volume is the only
 other book-length study entirely devoted to Churchill. It is a survey of
 the man's life and his writing that attempts to show him as reflecting
 most of the prevailing popular literary tastes of the day as well as captur
 ing the ideas that haunted the Progressive mind from 1900 to 1917. Titus
 gives some consideration to Churchill's literary techniques as well as
 his ideas, although the latter are of much greater significance than the
 former for today's reader. Robert Schneider examines these ideas in one
 chapter of his study embracing five authors of the era. Like Walcutt,
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 Schneider reveals Churchill struggling with issues he could not blend
 into the romantic tradition. Schneider's study is written from the view
 point of a professional historian rather than a literary critic; but this
 may add to its value for an understanding of an author who is probably,
 after all, of more significance to history than to literature.

 Three other studies have included examinations of Churchill exclu
 sively as a political novelist. Morris E. Speare's THE POLITICAL NOVEL:
 ITS DEVELOPMENT IN ENGLAND AND IN AMERICA (NY: Oxford U Press,
 1924), Joseph L. Blotner's THE POLITICAL NOVEL (NY: Doubleday, 1955),
 and Gordon Milne's THE AMERICAN POLITICAL NOVEL (Norman: U of
 Oklahoma Press, 1966) include discussions of Churchill's two political
 novels, CONISTON and MR. CREWE'S CAREER, within the context of an
 examination of the genre in English and American literature. Of the three,
 Speare's, though older, is the most comprehensive on Churchill.

 There is no definitive or standard biography of Winston Churchill.
 Professor Robert Schneider has been at work on a biography for several
 years. Hopefully, his book, due for publication soon, will fill the defin
 itive role. The best source, meanwhile, is probably the unpublished
 doctoral dissertation of Warren I. Titus, "Winston Churchill, American:
 A Critical Biography," New York University, 1957. This was the first
 study to make full use of restricted manuscript materials at Dartmouth
 College and was the basis for Titus' Twayne volume on Churchill. An
 unpublished dissertation by Frederic B. Irvin, "The Didacticism of
 Winston Churchill," University of Pittsburgh, 1947, has one chapter of
 biography. It is accurate enough but sketchy.

 There are few bibliographic sources for Churchill's work or for writ
 ings about him. Titus' Twayne volume is the most complete source in
 print in both categories, but it is not meant to be definitive. Schneider
 has a very limited bibliography contained in the notes to his Churchill
 chapter in FIVE NOVELISTS OF THE PROGRESSIVE ERA. There are brief
 listings in a few earlier volumes; none is complete.

 The bulk of the Churchill manuscript material is at Baker Library,
 Dartmouth College, where the family deposited Churchill's papers after
 the author's death. Many of the letters are under restrictive custody and
 cannot be examined without the heirs' permission. There are also some
 useful, though limited, materials (mostly letters) at the University of
 California, Yale University, and University of Virginia libraries.

 Obviously, writing on Churchill is decidedly limited. Perhaps, in
 view of his minor role in American literature, we do not need extensive
 discussion of his work. Yet Churchill was a man of complex and varied
 interests who represented several tangents of thought prevalent in the
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 Progressive Era. To cite one neglected area of inquiry, he was a lay
 preacher during a critical phase of his career and penned one of the
 most successful social gospel novels of the century in THE INSIDE OF
 THE CUP. Yet his part in the social gospel movement remains to be
 delineated. Furthermore, his role in suggesting proletarian fiction of
 the thirties has not been adequately studied. Finally, and above all,
 there is need for a good, comprehensive biography of the man that will
 give us all the facts and relate him to his times.

 Since the writing on Churchill is not voluminous, the following
 listing contains all the significant critical articles on the man and his

 work published in this century:

 Cameron, Kenneth W. "Novelist Winston Churchill and the Episcopal
 Church," HISTORIOGRAPHER OF THE EPISCOPAL DIOCESE OF CON
 NECTICUT, Oct 1954, pp. 6-7. A letter written to Bishop Edward
 L. Parker of New Hampshire in 1917 reveals Churchill's disenchant
 ment with traditional Episcopal theology.

 "Churchill and New Hampshire," REVIEW OF REVIEWS, XXXIV (Aug 1906),
 142-143. An account of Churchill's campaign to win the Republican
 gubernatorial nomination in 1906.

 "Churchill's Exposures Are of National Concern," ARENA, XXXVI (Oct
 1906), 410-414. An account of Churchill's attack on Boston and

 Maine Railroad domination of New Hampshire state politics.

 "Churchill's Virtual Victory," OUTLOOK, LXXXIV (29 Sep 1906), 243.
 Most of Churchill's reforms were carried over into the 1906 Repub
 lican platform in New Hampshire, despite his failure to win the
 gubernatorial nomination.

 Clemens, Cyril. "A Visit With the American Winston Churchill, "
 HOBBIES, LII (May 1947), 144-145. An interview granted during
 Churchill's last visit to St. Louis, long after he had dropped out of
 the public eye.

 Cooper, Frederic T. "Some Representative American Story Tellers:
 XII?W. Churchill," BOOKMAN, XXXI (May 1910), 246-253. Also
 reprinted in SOME AMERICAN STORY TELLERS (NY: Henry Holt,
 1911). Churchill was a careful constructor of the old-fashioned
 novel who patterned his work on mid-Victorian models. Notes weak
 plot construction in all his fiction. Still a valuable critique.

 Ellis, J. Breckenridge . "Missourians Abroad?No. 11, Winston
 Churchill," MISSOURI HISTORICAL REVIEW, XVI (Jul 1922), 517.
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 Appreciation of a favorite son. Finds his main contribution to
 literature in the field of history.

 Griffin, Lloyd W. "Winston Churchill, American Novelist," MORE
 BOOKS (Bulletin of the Boston Public Library), XXIII (Nov 1948),
 331-338. Summaries of all the novels with principal emphasis on
 the early historical fiction. Little criticism.

 Hancock, A. E. "The Historical Fiction of Winston Churchill," OUT
 LOOK, LXXVII (30 Jul 1904), 753-755. Essentially a review of THE
 CROSSING that sees Churchill's genius in creating panoramic back
 ground effect, not individual character delineation or plot.

 Hofstadter, Richard and Beatrice. "Winston Churchill: A Study in the
 Popular Novel," AMERICAN QUARTERLY, II (Spring 1950), 12-28.
 A perceptive examination of the reasons for Churchill's popularity.
 One of the best of the more recent studies.

 Johnson, Stanley. "The Novelist and His Novels in Politics," WORLD'S
 WORK, XVII (Dec 1908), 11016-11020. Traces the origins of CONIS
 TON and MR. CREWE'S CAREER.

 MacFarlane, Peter C. "Evolution of a Novelist," COLLIER'S, LII (27 Dec
 1913), 5-6. A good article, largely biographical, that tells how and

 why Churchill moved from romance to "realism."

 Pitt, William. "Who's Who in CONISTON," YANKEE (Nov 193 7), 12-15.
 The models for Churchill's fictional characters.

 Schneider, Robert W. "Novelist to a Generation: The American Winston
 Churchill," MIDWEST QUARTERLY, III (Jan 1962), 149-182. Traces
 origins of some of Churchill's Progressive thought.

 Titus, Warren I. "The Progressivism of the Muckrakers: A Myth Re
 Examined Through Fiction," JOURNAL OF THE CENTRAL MISSISSIPPI
 VALLEY AMERICAN STUDIES ASSOCIATION, I (Spring 1960), 10-16.
 Churchill as a representative of the muckraking novelists who were
 basically naive and not truly progressive in their political solutions.

 _. "The Senator and the Author," INDIANA MAGAZINE OF HISTORY,
 LV (Jun 1959), 169-178. An exchange of correspondence between
 Senator Albert Beveridge and Churchill showing Beveridge's high
 regard for the author both as a writer and as a political figure.

 Whitelock, William W. "Mr. Winston Churchill," CRITIC, LX (Feb
 1902), 135-141. A chatty interview with Churchill that quotes the
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 author as saying he wished to perpetuate the national ideals in his
 fiction.
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